Sub: Govt of Maharashtra's scheme to skill workers in Home Textiles manufacturing sector

Dear Member,

The following message was received from CEO of Apparel, Made-Ups and Home Furnishing Sector Skill Council (AMHSSC) offering skill development for workers in Home Textiles manufacturing factories in Maharashtra.

Quote:

The Govt of Maharashtra has been quite active in the Skilling sector in the state.

Maharashtra Skill Mission regularly conducts skilling trainings either sponsored by Central Govt or their own programmes.

They are also running their own scheme of Pramod Mahajan Kaushal Vikas Yojana.

The Govt has approached AMH SSC and has expressed desire to invite manufacturers of Apparel to conduct State Govt sponsored trainings in their units and then absorb these trained persons.

For this the Govt would pay appx Rs. 13000/- per person to the manufacturers.

In case we see the practical scenario, we would observe that the
manufacturers, in any case, recruit raw hands and train them at their cost and then absorb them. In this case they will continue to do so and the cost would borne by the Govt. There are many other advantages of the Exporters starting such trainings in their units.

Post such training the workforce would certified by the Govt of India and the exporters can leverage this fact with their prospective buyers by propagating that their workforce is Skill certified.

Moreover, this would leave a very big positive impact on productivity in the units. So, we have a win win situation, whereby, the cost of training is borne by Govt and this situation is also helpful while marketing ourselves.

Most of the coordination and guidance would be provided by the AMH SSC to the manufacturers.

*Unquote.*

For further details, kindly contact AMHSSC directly at the following coordinates:

**Dr. Roopak Vasishtha**  
CEO  
*Apparel, Made-Ups and Home Furnishing Sector Skill Council*  
1st Floor, Indian Buildings Congress  
Kamakoti Marg  
Sector-6, R K Puram  
New Delhi-110022  
[ceo@sscamh.com](mailto:ceo@sscamh.com)

Made-ups exporters having factories in Maharashtra may please avail of this offer as there is a shortage of Skilled workers in Made-ups.

Regards,

**N. Ravindranathan**  
Director  
**TEXPROCIL**